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Lecture 11.  Stellar Atmospheres; Hydrostatic Equilibrium 1 Oct 2001

The primary problem: given L, R, M, and composition, calculate emergent spectrum.
Secondary problems: calculate effect of magnetic field, rotation, perturbation by companions.

Purpose: infer physical properties from details of spectrum.

We will look at fairly simple atmospheres:
M Plane parallel geometry (height small compared to curvature)
M Static (not pulsating; mass not flowing out)

L, R, M, and composition are given to us by stellar interiors models (Part III of course)

An oversimplified view:

L, R => Emergent flux F = L/4BR2 => temperature T
M, R => gravity g = G M/R2, with T => pressure P, density D
T, P, D, composition => radiation transfer => spectrum

In reality these are all coupled, and vary through the atmosphere ("stratification"), and need to be
solved simultaneously.

To start, look at P, T, D properties.

Pressure (Hydrostatic) Equilibrium

Plane parallel atmosphere: Pg = Pg(z) (z = physical height, increases up above some fiducial
level).  

Each layer of gas of thickness )z has weight/cm2:  gD)z dyne/cm2

For the atmosphere to be static, this force must be balanced.  Ignoring:
M pressure of radiation (important in OB stars)
M magnetic force
M centrifugal acceleration from rotation

the only force is difference in gas pressure acting down at z+)z from pressure acting up at z:

upward force = Pg(z) - Pg(z+)z)
 = -)z dPg/dz

So dPg/dz = -gD Equation of hydrostatic equilibrium
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Lecture 12.  Pressure Structure; Thermodynamic Equilibrium  3 Oct 2001

Equation of State   Need one other relation between P and D, dependence of pressure on gas
microscopic properties. 

In all the stellar atmospheres we will consider, Equation of State = Perfect Gas

Perfect gas:  Pg = kT (D/:mH)

kT = mean kinetic energy/particle;
 D = gm/cm3

 : = "mean molecular weight" = mean mass of particle in units of H atom
 mH = mass of hydrogen atom, so that D/(:mH) = N number of particles/cm3

The combination k/mH = R the "gas constant":

Pg = RT D/:
D = :Pg/RT

dPg/dz = -g:Pg/RT = -gD(z) => Pg(z) = g ID dz (wt of overlying column)
d(ln Pg)/dz = -g:/RT

Combine hydrostatic equilibrium + equation of state + T(z), ::  => P(z), D(z)

Example: Isothermal atmosphere   T = const (not a fn z): 
Can integrate from (arbitrarily defined) base of atmosphere at z=0:

ln Pg(z) - ln Pg(0) = -z g:/RT

Pg/Pg(0) = e-z/H pressure drops exponentially with height

where  H = RT/g: "isothermal pressure scale height"
also,

D = Pg/gH

and D/D(0) = e-z/H isothermal pressure scale height = density scale height

T g(cgs) log g : H(km)
Earth: 273 980 3 29 8 
Sun: 5770 27000 4.4 1 110
WD: 10000 8.1 4 .01  (10 m!)
" Ori: 3500 0.2 1 106  = 1.5 Ru (R* = 700 Ru)

It is rare that the temperature changes by large amounts over these scales, so it is useful to speak
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of "local pressure scale height" even in non-isothermal atmosphere.

Thermodynamic Equilibrium 

To get T(z), need to define energy flow; distribution of energy among microscopic processes can
be quite complex!

Equilibrium: macroscopic quantities have no time-derivative.

Thermodynamic Equilibrium ("TE"): microscopic processes are individually balanced
("detailed balance"), and all processes are in balance with each other.

E.g. number of up radiative transitions between two levels = number down.

Without detailed balance, may be pumping energy between processes, e.g. atomic energy
levels and radiation.

In TE, Entire system defined by one parameter, T.  Distribution of energy among states
defined by statistical mechanics distributions.

E.G Ideal BlackBody is in TE

Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium ("LTE"): conditions change slowly enough with position,
that can still define a local T, and all statistical distributions still hold approximately.

Applies in center of all stars, and throughout most of the atmospheres of most stars.

Non-Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium ("non-LTE"): as gas becomes rarified in outer parts of
atmospheres (eg chromosphere), approximations start breaking down.  May find:

! Different processes still defined by statistical distributions, but with different temperature (e.g.
kinetic temperature of electrons Te à temperature of radiation Trad

! Statistical distributions start breaking down.  E.g. atomic energy level population; defined by
"departure coefficients"
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Statistical Distributions

Statistical Mechanics calculates probability that any one microscopic state has a particular
energy.  Energy is shared among states by collisions and by interaction between matter
and radiation (photons).

Bottom line: the typical energy in any microscopic process in TE (or LTE) is
Etyp - kT

A convenient unit for microscopic energy is the electron-volt (eV)
1 eV = 1.6×10-12 erg

but k = 1.38×10-16 erg/deg = 8.6×10-5 eV/deg

so Etyp(eV) = kT = T/11,600 °K

1) Speed Distribution: Maxwellian; Kinetic Temperature.  
Relative Number dN/N of particles of mass m in speed interval dv:

f(v) dv = 4B (m/2BkT)3/2 v2 exp (-mv2/2kTkin)  dv
(Normalized so that * f(v) dv = 1)

Each mass particle m has its own distribution, with rms speed
<E(kinetic)> = 1/2 m <v2> = 3/2 kTkin

v(rms) = (3kT/m)1/2

eg, at Tkin=11,600 °K : particle µ v(rms)
(kTkin = 1 eV) H atom 1 16 km/s

         electron 1/1836 670
Fe atom 56 2.1 

In a mixed gas each particle counts equally in the pressure, regardless of its mass:
P = NkT = NHkT + NekT + NFekT + .. = Pe + PH + PFe + ...

(Pe called electron partial pressure, etc)
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Lecture 13.  Equilibrium 5 Oct 2001

2) Radiation Distribution.  Blackbody (Planck's) Law. Radiation Temperature  

I8 = (2hc2/85) /(exp(hc/8kTrad) - 1) / B8(Trad)
I = II8 d8 = B(Trad) = F/B Trad

4 

The particles are photons with energy
E = h< = hc/8

mean energy in this distribution is
<E(photon)> = 2.701 kTrad

The peak of I8 is at 
hc/8kTrad = 0.201, or 8(microns) = 2900/Trad(°K) (Wien's Law!)

Photon energy associated with peak of I8
E(8max) = 4.96 kTrad 

eg, at T=11,600 °K, 8 associated with mean photon energy = 0.46 microns = 4600 D (blue)

Atomic Internal Energy

Above energy states were continuous; within atoms, between ground state n=0 (E0 / 0) and
ionization E = P, levels are discrete, given by quantum mechanics.  There is a different set of
energy levels, and a different P, for each ion (#electrons) of each isotope (# neutrons) of each
element (# protons).

Nomenclature (see Allen Astrophysical Quantities for tables):
element (#protons = atomic number): chemical symbol, 

eg 1= H, 2= He, 26= Fe ... 

isotope (#protons + #neutrons = atomic weight A): superscript, 
eg H1, H2 (deuterium), Fe56, ... (A has very tiny effect on atomic levels)

ion (charge = #protons - #electrons)
eg H+ = proton, Fe+++++

(or "stage": roman numerals, with charge 0 = I)
eg HII, FeVI

There are many ways of storing energy in atoms and molecules.  Need only consider those for
which the excitation energy is comparable to the photon eregy available.  For stellar atmospheres
in the visible, this is the energy stored in the electron.
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3) Atomic Energy Level population Dist'n: Boltzmann. Excitation Temperature 
Process: Atom(state i) + (Energy Ej - Ei) <-> Atom(state j)

Number of atoms (of a particular element/isotope at a particular stage of ionization) in energy
state i with energy Ei 

Nj/Ni = (gj/gi) exp (-(Ej - Ei)/kTex)

gi = quantum mechanical statistical weight of state i (an integer)
The mean atomic excitation energy of an ensemble of, say, Fe56VI is - kTex(FeVI), depending on
the gi

4) Ionization stage Distribution: Saha Equation. Ionization Temperature.
Process: Atomr+(state i) + (Energy > Pr(Atom) - Ei) <-> Atom(r+1)+(state 0) + electron-

Number of atoms (all states) of a particular element in ionization stage r:

Nr+1/Nr = 2 (Ur+1/Ur)  (2B mekTe/h2)3/2/Ne  exp(-Pr/kTion)

Ne, me, Te are number density, mass, and kinetic temperature of electrons.
Ur ("partition function") effectively sums over ionizations from all the energy levels in a

particular ion.  Ur = gr1 + 'grn exp(-)Ern/kTion) = a number like 1 or 2.

Pr is energy required to remove one electron from the ground state of ion in the rth stage
P1(H) = 13.6 eV; P1(Fe) = 7.9 eV at 11,600°K (1 eV), mostly HI, FeII

Notice the 1/Ne dependence means that higher pressure tends to reduce ionization state
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Lecture 14.  Radiative Transfer 8 Oct 2001
 
The final ingredient in Stellar Atmospheres.  Establishes both the temperature as function of

height (since radiation carries the heat) and governs emitted spectrum.

Specific Intensity

At arbitrary point P establish a very small area element dF.
Consider the energy dE8 flowing through the area at angle 2 to its normal,

in time dt
in wavelength interval d8 (this can also be done in frequency d<)
from solid angle dT (units of solid angle: steradian = radian2 = 3282 deg2)

The specific intensity at P at this angle is the limit is

I8(2,N) = limit (dt, dF, d8, dT -> 0) dE8/(dt cos 2 dF d8 dT)   erg/ s cm2 Å ster
I (2,N) = I I8 d8 erg/ s-cm2 ster

The cos 2 in definition makes definition independent of orientation of area element (but not on
direction defined by center of dT).

Important facts:

! Not an intrinsic property of any radiation body: describes radiation passing through an
arbitrary point in space.

! Not the same as flux or luminosity
! The intensity in space in the direction of a luminous object does not vary with distance: the

solid angle it subtends does get smaller, so the total energy received from all of its
surface does decrease with distance:

!  The intensity in any direction that intercepts a blackbody is the Planck Law (regardless of the
orientation of the surface of the blackbody):

I8(2,N) = B8(T) = (2hc2/85) /(exp(hc/8kTrad) - 1)
I(2,N) = B(T) = F/B T4
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The Mean Intensity and the Flux

Specific Intensity I(2,N) can depend in a complicated way on direction.  Useful properties of the
radiation field are obtained by integrating over angle.

Mean Intensity J = <I8>:

J8 = 1/4B * I8 dT
= * * I8 sin 2 d2 dN/4B erg/ s cm2 nm

J = I J8 d8 erg/ s cm2

J8 is proportional to the radiation energy density u8:
u8 = (4B/c) J8 ergs/cm3 nm

Flux F: 
The net energy passing through a physical unit area is the flux F.  A special case is f, where the
physical unit area is that of a detector at the earth pointed towards star:

Recall definition of I8 in arbitrary direction using arbitrary cos 2 dF,

I8 = dE8/(dt cos 2 dF d8 dT)

If we just want the net energy which passes through a real dF in a particular orientation, must put
projection factor back in:

F8  = * dE8/(dt dF d8)
 = * cos 2 I8 dT erg/ s cm2 D 
F = I F8 d8 erg/s cm2

Important distinction (see O&C p258, 259)
Specific intensity is energy per steradian from a direction.  Specific intensity is independent of
the distance of a radiating object.  Measure specific intensity directly only when object is
resolved so can divide received energy by steradians subtended (is even a corresponding
magnitude measure, mag/arcsec2, sometimes called surface brightness).

Flux is energy from object integrated (×cos 2 . 1 if distant) over object.  For distant object
steradians subtended by object drops as 1/dist2.  Flux does decrease with distance.  Measure
flux directly when object is not resolved so all parts of object are summed: use magnitude units
for flux.
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Finally K:

The pressure exerted by radiation in a direction

K8 =  * I8 cos2 2 dT erg/ s cm2 D  

Prad = 4BK/c radiation pressure

How do we use these to learn about stars?
C Radiative transfer equation => how specific intensity varies within atmosphere => temperature
C Integrate I dT from surface to get flux emerging from atmosphere => spectrum

Example: In plane parallel approximation, radiation field is azimuthally symmetric, only need to
specify angle 2 with respect to normal to a flat atmosphere.  

Most convenient coordinate, : = cos 2 Up: 2=0 :=1
Sideways 2=90 :=0
Down 2=180 :=-1

J, F, and K are then "moments" of the specific intensity, since dT/4B = 1/2 d::

J = 1/2 I I(:) d:
F = 2B I I(:) : d:
K = 1/2 I I(:) :2 d:

Within atmosphere:

eg, A simple approximation for use within atmosphere ("two-stream" approx) at some depth
: I(: > 0) = I+(depth) Intensity same in all dirn's over outgoing hemisphere

I(: < 0) = I-(depth)      "       "      "         "       ingoing    "

Then J = 1/2 (I+ + I-)
F = B(I+ - I-)
K = 1/6 (I+ + I-) = 1/3 J (K = 1/3 J is the "Eddington Approximation", which 

holds in more general situations, too - will use this!)

Outside of atmosphere (free space)

I(: > cos 2max) = I+(top) (recall this is what you get from a blackbody)
I(: < cos 2max) = 0

(left as exercise for reader: problem 3, problem set 3)
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Lecture 15.  Radiative Transfer in Stellar Atmospheres 10 Oct 2001

So how does I vary with depth in the atmosphere so we can calculate emergent flux? :

Radiative Transfer Equation
Theorem:  The specific intensity is constant along the path of any ray in free space in the
absence of absorption and emission.

So how does the specific intensity change along an infinitesimal path ds in the presence of
absorption and emission?

Orient the dF normal to path ds.  Energy lost:
dE8(lost) = -68DE8ds = -68 D  I8  ds dT d8 dF dt

This is the definition of 68, the opacity or mass absorption coefficient: units cm2/g. 
Sometimes see k = 6D, absorption coefficient in cm-1.

Energy gained:
dE8(gained) = j8 D  ds dT d8 dF dt

Is definition of j8, the mass emission coefficient: units erg/(s gm nm ster). Total

dE8/ds = (-68DE8 + j8 D)dT d8 dF dt

Dividing by dT d8 dF dt, get basic radiative transfer equation:

dI8(2,N)/ds = -68 D I8(2,N) + j8 D

Defining 
dJ8s = 68 D ds, the "optical depth" in this direction

S8 = j8/68, the "source function" at this point in space,

dI8(2,N)/dJ8s(2,N) = S8 - I8(2,N) The Radiative Transfer Equation

Note,
! although J is called depth, it has no units and has a wavelength-dependent proportionality
factor.  Same physical depth not necessarily the same optical depth at different wavelengths. 
Hence J8.

! J is not defined in a vacuum, where 6D = 0.  Only used inside an absorbing/ emitting body.

!  In general , Js is a function of direction.
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! The equation says "over an amount of matter equivalent to one optical depth, the intensity
tends to become like the source function".

Examples of Source Functions:

1) Pure isotropic scattering.  One form of opacity is just redirecting radiation without changing
energy.  In this case

j8 = I68 I8(2,N) dT/4B = 68 J8 = 68 <I8>

S8 = j8/68 = J8

dI8(2,N)/dJ8s(2,N) = J8 - I8(2,N)

In directions (2,N) with I(2,N) > J, I decreases, and vice versa: becomes isotropic.  Holds in
arbitrary gas, regardless of temperature, even in Non-TE.

2) Pure absorption, 
a) In Complete Thermodynamic Equilibrium

I8 = B8(T) = (2hc2/85) 1/(ehc/8kT - 1), the Planck Function

But also in TE 
dI8/dJs = 0,

So S8 = j8/68 = B8(T) This is "Kirchhoff's Law"

This defines relationship between microscopic absorption and emission processes which must
hold in TE.

b) In Local Thermodynamic Equilibrium

In LTE,  we assume that there is some local temperature T for which Kirchhoff's Law holds, and

S8 = B8(T)

but dI8(2,N)/dJ8s(2,N) =  B8(T) - I8(2,N) … 0  

In LTE atmosphere, where T (and so B) changes slowly from place to place, I not quite
independent of direction and J, thus allowing a net flux and energy transport.  This defines how
those changes are related. 
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Finally, apply to stellar atmospheres

Back to arbitrary I(:):

Directions:  z normal to atmosphere, pointed out
     t   "           "     , pointed in (t=-z)
     s along ray at angle 2 to outward normal

Define normal optical depth J8, increasing inward:
dJ8 = 68 Ddt   (J=0: outside atmosphere; J=4: below atmosphere)

defined in this way, normal optical depth doesn not depend on direction, only on depth within
atmosphere and wavelength

To get Specific Intensity I8(2) in outward hemisphere; relate J8 to ray optical depth J8s 
dJ8s = 68 Dds = -dt8/cos 2 / -dJ8/:  

So, since the radiative transfer equation along the path s is

dI8/dJ8s = S8 - I8

In terms of the normal optical depth J8,

: dI8/dJ8 = I8 - S8

This is radiative transfer equation ("RTE") for a plane parallel atmosphere.
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Lecture 16.  Temperature Structure 12 Oct 2001

First application of atmosphere radiative transfer equation: temperature structure.

Assume Radiative Equilibrium in stellar atmospheres: 

Almost all of energy is carried by 
Radiation flux

Not Convection, Conduction, etc (Convection does contribute in cooler stars
 Conduction in white dwarfs)

=> Temperature at each height controlled by Radiative Equilibrium:
Radiation energy into layer t = Radiation out, or

dF/dt = d/dt (* F8 d8) = 0

Can get an equation for this by going back to radiative transfer equation ("RTE") (planeparallel
form; J is the normal optical depth; J/cos 2 is optical depth along 2:

: dI8/dJ8 = I8 - S8

Integrate RTE ×1/2 d::

1/2* : dI8/dJ8 d: = J8(J8) - S8(J8)

1/4B dF8/dJ8 = J8 - S8

1/4B dF8/dt = 68D(J8 - S8)

At every physical depth t, can integrate dF8/dt over 8 and set = 0:

* 68(t)J8(t) d8 = * 68(t)S8(t) d8 (General Radiative Equilibrium)

If we could get J8(t), could get S8(t), and assuming LTE (S = B(T)), that gives us T(t)

1) Temperature structure in a Grey Atmosphere in the Eddington Approximation

Get a good idea of the temperature structure using the Grey approximation 68 = 6 = const:

(For this approximation only, the normal optical depth at a particular phgysical depth is
independent of wavelength)

Then S(J) = J(J) = B(T(J)) = F/B T(J)4
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To get J, get another equation in K and use Eddington approximation J = 1/3 K:  

Integrate RTE ×1/2 : d::

1/2* :2 dI8/dJ d: = 1/2 * : I8(J) d: - S8(J) 1/2 * : d:

dK8(J)/dJ = 1/4B F8(J) = const (grey approximation)
=> K8 grows linearly with J, so does J8 = 3 K8 

=> In Grey Eddington Approximation, J, S, and T4 grow linearly with J

[ To get the exact relation, use boundary conditions:

So K8 = c1J + c2 = 1/4B F8J + c2
and J8 – 3K8 = 3/4B F8J + 3c2

To get c2, use two-stream approximation at J=0,

J8(0) = 3c2 = 1/2 I8+ – 1/2B F8 ]

So finally,

J8(J) = (3/4B) F8 (J + 2/3) = S8(J) = B8(T) 

Integrating over 8,
S(J) = B(T(J)) = F/B T(J)4 = (3/4B) F (J + 2/3)

Finally, since F = FTeff
4

T(J)4 = 3/4 Teff
4 (J + 2/3)

C S(J) = F/B T4  increases linearly with optical depth. (Eddington approximation) 
C T(0) = (1/2)1/4 Teff = 0.84 Teff
C T = Teff @ J = 2/3 

since dJ = 6Ddt - exp (t/H)
J = IdJ  - exp (t/H) 

Atmosphere contributes to spectrum from J = 10-5 to J = 1:
(t(bottom) - t(top))/H - ln (105) - 10. visible atmosphere about 10 scale heights

Lecture 17.  The Spectrum 15 Oct 2001
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2) Emergent Intensity; Limb Darkening

Second application of the RTE: the emergent intensity as function of angle, and flux

: dI8/dJ8 = I8 - S8

(Note we have put the 8 subscript back in: no longer grey, or the spectrum would be very
uninteresting!)

We want emerging intensity at angle 2: I8(J8=0,2).  Integrating d(J8/:) from 0 to 4,

I8(0,2) = * S8(J8) exp -(J8/:) d(J8/:)

Basically adding up contribution of S8 at each optical depth, attenuated by J8/: optical depths on
the way to the surface at angle 2.

Approximate solution:  expand S8(J8) in Taylor series about J=0

S8(J8) – a08 + a18 J8 + a28 J82 + ...

Gives I8(0,2) = A08 + A18 : + A28 :2 + ...

Where A8i = a8i i!

E.g., taking only the first two terms (which is what we got using Eddington Approximation)

I8(0,2) = a08 + a18 cos 2

The "forward peaking" of the radiation I(0,0)/I(0,90) = (a0 + a1)/a0.  The faster S increases with J,
the more forward-peaked the radiation.  An important effect, due to increase of S (and thus T) as
you go into atmosphere  In problem 3 of problem set 3, had S = S(T) = const; emerging intensity
independent of angle.
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For the sun only (and very large or eclipsing stars), we can directly observe the intensity
I(J8=0,2) at different angles 2, by observing at different distances from the center of the disk.  If
S increases inwards, a1 > 0, get Limb Darkening.  

1) "Bolometric" (integrated over wavelength) limb darkening

Recall from radiative equilibrium + Eddington Approximation

S(J) = * S8(J) d8 – 3/4B F (J + 2/3)
=  a0 + a1J with a0 = 1/2B F; a1 = 3/4B F

But then from above,
I(0,2) = * I8(0,2) d8 – a0 + a1 : 

Viewing a spherical star at "impact parameter" . =  x/R = sin 2 = (1-:2)1/2

I(.) = I(0) ( 1 + a1/a0 (1- .2)1/2 )

Eg,  I(center)/I(edge) = I(1,0)/I(0,0) = 1 + a1/a0= 5/2

2) Wavelength-dependent Limb Darkening.  First, Keeping grey opacity approximation J8 = J

S8(J8) = S8(J) = B8(T(J)) – B8(T(0)) + J dB8/dJ
= B8(T(0)) (1 + J/B dB/dT dT/dJ) 

=> a1/a0 = 1/B dB/dT dT/dJ

but T(J)4 = 3/4 Teff
4 (J + 2/3)

and T(0)4 = 1/2 Teff
4

so dT/dJ (J=0) = 3/8 T(0)

a1/a0 = 3/8 T/B (dB/dT)

Can look at two limits

8>>hc/kT: B8(T) = 2hc2/85 1/(exp(hc/8kT) - 1)
(eg IR) ->  (2c/84) kT (Rayleigh-Jeans approx)

1/B dB/dT = 1/T

a1/a0 = 3/8 
I(center)/I(edge) = 11/8 = 1.38 (more uniform than bolometric)
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8<<hc/kT: B8(T) -> 2hc2/85 exp(-hc/8kT) (Wien approx)
(eg UV)

1/B dB/dT = hc/8kT2 -> 4 as 8 -> 0

a1/a0 -> 4 (very large limb darkening)

3) Non-Grey Opacity.  The above says for grey opacity, limb darkening at each wavelength is
completely determined, because S(T(J)) is determined.  But in reality,  6 = 68, J = J8, 

So S8(J8) = a08 + a18 J8 + ...

But J8 = I68(t) D(t) dt

= <68> ID(t) dt. (<68> = mean 68 over depth) 
= <68>/6 J

Now S(J8) = B(T(J8)) 
= B8(T(0)) (1 + J8/B dB/dT dT/dJ8) 

So
a18/a08 = 1/B dB/dT dT/dJ8

3/8 T/B (dB/dT) (dJ/dJ8)

= a1/a0 (8,T;grey) / <68/6>

So limb darkening is inversely proportional to opacity 

- because where opacity > average, don't see into deeper (hotter) layers: dT/dJ8 is small
- can measure wavelength-dependent opacity by looking at limb darkening 
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Lecture 18.  Surface Flux 17 Oct 2001

Review...

3) The Surface Flux and Eddington Barbier Relation
What we observe for distant stars is f8 = F8(0)(4BR2/4Bd2), so we see the flux, not the normal
intensity.  The flux has intensities in all directions.

F8(J8 = 0) = 2B * I8(0,:) : d:

At J = 0, I(:<0) = 0 if there is no radiation from the outside.  Using linear source function again
(Eddington Approximation)  

F8(0) = 2B * (a08 + a18 :) : d:

= B (a8 + 2/3 b8)
= B S(J8 = 2/3) ("Eddington-Barbier Relation")

in LTE = B B(J8 = 2/3)

The surface flux/B is just the source function at J8 = 2/3.

(Recall we have already seen this for the total flux in the grey approximation, where Teff = T(J =
2/3), and F(0) = FTeff

4 = FT(J = 2/3)4.  This just says that this trick works for monochromatic
fluxes, too).

So, if the opacity is high at some wavelength, see the source function at a lesser depth 
t(J8 = 2/3) = t(J = 2/3) /(68/6)

The temperature is smaller here, so the Flux is smaller => absorption feature!
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Lecture 19.  Opacity 19 Oct 2001

Opacity

Processes divided into classes:
Bound-Bound atom makes transition between two bound states Ei, Ej => h< = )E
Bound-Free atom makes transition between bound state Ei and unbound state 1/2 

mv2

Free-Free electron remains unbound during atom-electron collision, but atom 
absorbs or gives up energy: 1/2 mv1

2 => 1/2 mv2
2

These all involve
Absorption net photon loss

But there is also
Scattering photon just changes direction, no energy change

Bound-Bound opacity only works for specific input photon energies )Eij:
Line opacity, treat later

Bound-Free, Free-free and associated scattering works for range of input photon energies Pi +
1/2mev2, since there is a range of electron kinetic energies 

"Continuous" opacity (although there may be "edge" features)

For quantitative examples we will use:

The Hydrogenic Atom

Hydrogen atom: Bohr model for energy levels sufficient.  Can generalize for arbitrary
"Hydrogenic" ion, Z protons and one electron.  (e.g. H, He+, C+5 have Z=1,2,6)

)Emn = Em - En = P(1/n2 - 1/m2)

Hydrogenic: P = 13.6 Z2 eV

P =)E41 energy to just ionize from 1st state
In general, denote energy to just ionize from nth state: Pn = )E4n 

Hydrogenic: Pn = P/n2

All bound-bound transitions from state n define a "series"; these require photons h<(n,m) < Pn,
so h< = Pn defines a minimum wavelength or "series limit" 
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Eg Hydrogen:

n name Pn(eV) 8n wavelength
1 Lyman   13.6 912Å
2 Balmer 3.4 3646Å
3 Paschen 1.5 8204Å dominant in visible
4 Brackett 0.85 14590Å

Going through continuous opacity sources in Sun atmosphere:

1) Hydrogenic Bound-Free

Process H(En) + h< <=> H+(proton) + 1/2 mev2

Energy required $ Pn, so absorption happens below absorption "edge" 8 < 8n 

h<(n) = Pn + 1/2 mv2

= P/n2 + 1/2 mv2 (Hydrogenic)

Hydrogenic bound-free absorption coefficient (per atom, dimension cm2):

"n(8) = 0 (h< < Pn; 8 > 8n)
= 1.044×10-26 Z4 83/n5 (h< > Pn; 8 < 8n)

As < increases (8 decreases) "n is zero until series limit, increases discontinuously, then
decreases as 83 as pass beyond. 

To get opacity/volume (cm-1) 6D, must multiply by density of atoms Nn(cm-3) in each state, and
sum over all states n = N,4 for which " > 0 :

6bf(8,T,Ne)D = ' Nn(T,Ne) "n(8)

(P/N2 < h< < P/(N-1)2)

2) Hydrogenic Free-Free

This one is particularly simple.  The initial state is not a bound electron, but a nucleus with
charge Z and a free electron with a velocity in the interval v to v + dv.  e.g. for Z=1,

Process H+ + 1/2mev2 + h< <=> H+ + 1/2 mevf
2

where h< = 1/2m(vf
2 - v2)

This works for all 8s, and has same 8 dependence as bound-free:
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d"ff(8,v) = const Z2 83/v dv

After we integrate over all initial states v (which depends on Maxwellian velocity distribution),
time the number of H+,

6ff(8,T,Ne) = f(T,Ne)/83

Because of 83, this is dominant in the IR and radio.

3) Other Bound-Free
These are more complicated (because of QM in multiple-electron atoms), but can estimate
importance by knowing ionization energy P and number of ions from Saha eqn:

Atom,(i-1)+ + h< => Atom,i+ + 1/2mv2 (h< > P(atom,i+))

N(atom,i+) ne/N(atom,i-1+) = ui/ui-1 const (kT)3/2 exp (-Pi+/kT)

E.G., most important in Sun

H- + h< => H + 1/2mv2 (h< > P(H-) = 0.7 eV, 8 < 17000Å)

Find N(H-)/NH – 3×10-8

This compares to

NH(n=3)/NH = 6×10-10

4) Scattering
a) Rayleigh

Each of the bound-free transitions from the n=1 state may act as simple harmonic oscillator:

Process H(E1) + h< => H(En) => H(E1) + h<

This has a natural frequency Tn = 2B<1n = 2B/h E1n

There is a forced oscillator process at T … Tn,

FRay = C ' fn (T2/(Tn
2 - T2))2

6 C (8R/8)4 (8 >> 8R) (increases sharply to blue.  Earth blue sky due to 
molecular Rayleigh scattering)

For Hydrogen, 8R = 1026Å
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This becomes important for cooler stars in the UV.

b) Electron
Process e- + h< => e- + h<

This is free electron, Tn => 0, so
Fel = C = 8B/3 (e2/mc2)2 = FT = 0.66×10-24 cm2

This becomes important when ionization is high (many e's) and bf is low.
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Lecture 20.  The Balmer Jump; Lines  22 Oct 2001

Real Star Example: The Balmer Jump 

In a real star 68(P,T) = 6bf(all ions) + 6ff(all ions) + 6scat(Ray + e-)

All of these depend in different ways on P,T => affect of 68 on F8 can in principle give P,T:
which is independent of spectral type.  Best example in visible spectrum:

Strength of Balmer Jump

Look at flux ratio below and above Balmer Jump (8=3647 Å, ionization from H(n=2))

F8(3647+) = S8(J(3647+) = 2/3)
F8(3647-) = S8(J(3647-) = 2/3)

Now J(3647-)/J(3647+) – <6(3647-)>/<6(3647+)> (<> = average over height, understood 
from now on)

= (6(3647+) + "2(H bf) N2)/6(3647+)

= 1 + "2 N2 /6(3647+)

The only difference is the added opacity due to just ionizing out of the 2nd state of Hydrogen

In stars like the Sun, 

There are enough electrons and neutral H that 6(3647+) is dominated by H- bound free: this is
dependent on both Pe and T:  For const T, H- bf increases with Pe.  Most H is neutral, so N2
depends on T only.

F+/F- - 6-/6+ = f(T,Pe), decreases with increasing Pe (increasing log g, increasing Lum Class).  
GI stars have bigger Balmer Jump than GV.  Balmer Jump excellent way of getting luminosity
class

In A stars,

There is enough N3 that 6(3647+) dominated by Hydrogen ionization:
6(3647+) – "3(8) N3

6-/6+ = 1 + "2 N2 / "3 N3

This depends on T only, decreases with T => F+/F- = f(T) only.  Can get T from Balmer jump,
but BJ is same for all luminosity classes.
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AI stars have same BJ as AV.  

In OB stars,

As T increases, ionization of H reduces both N2 and N3 dramatically, other opacities (electron
scattering, He bf) dominate.  Increasing Pe (increasing g, decreasing Lum Class) reduces the
ionization, increasing the Balmer Jump:

OI stars have smaller BJ than OV

BJ summary (this can be seen in affect of BJ on U-B colors: large BJ decreases U flux relative
to B flux => redder in U-B than blackbody)

Peaks around A 
Largest peak for main sequence stars (suppressed by H- and e scat for non-A)
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Lecture 21.  Absorption Lines  24 Oct 2001

Bound-Bound Opacity: Lines

Line (Bound-Bound) opacity: a wealth of effects and probes:

! Line blanketing: In stars where metal lines important, can have so many lines that opacity
competes with continuum opacity.  Must include in mean for temperature structure.
! Line profile: No line is perfectly sharp: at high spectral resolution, line profile observable and
dependent on physical processes in atmosphere.
! Line strength: The total light blocked out (integrated over profile) is a measure of how many
atoms are in the transition's lower state.  Use to get temperature, relative abundance of elements.

Residual Line profile R: use normalized line depth (no units)

R8 = (Fc - F8)/Fc = 1 - F8/Fc

Line strength: use * R, called Equivalent Width W (units: wavelength)

W8 = * R8 d8

Equivalent Width is just the width of a rectangular line going to zero that blocks out the
same amount of light.

Observed line profile R8 depends on:

� Profile of line opacity: 6L()8) ()8 = 8 - 80)
� Amount of opacity at line center relative to continuum 6L/6c
� The rate at which the source function B(T(J)) changes in the atmosphere at this wavelength
� (macro)Turbulence, Zeeman effect, Rotation
� Instrumental resolution

Equivalent Width W8 depends on first three only, since latter two only move same blockage
around in 8.

Will do this in two limits, optically thin (6L << 6c) and optically thick.

Optically Thin 

Using Eddington-Barbier and LTE,

F8 = S8(J8 = 2/3) = B8(T(J8 = 2/3))
and J8 = JL + Jc, JL << Jc
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Can therefore expand B8(T) around Jc = 2/3

F8 = B8(Jc = 2/3) + dB8/dJc )Jc
Where

)Jc = Jc(J8 = 2/3) - 2/3

= 2/3 6c/(6c + 6L) - 2/3

– 2/3 (1- 6L/6c) - 2/3  = -2/3 6L/6c

So R8 = (Fc - F8)/Fc 

= [ B8(Jc=2/3) - B8(Jc=2/3) + dB8/dJc 2/3 6L/6c ] / B8(Jc=2/3)

= 2/3 6L(8)/6c d(ln B8)/dJc

So for optically thin, R8 varies as 6L(8)/6c, and strength depends on relative gradient of B8

So what is 6L(8)?  Several effects:
! "Natural" line width
! "Doppler broadening": Thermal plus "microturbulence" motions
! "Pressure broadening" ("Stark Effect")

1) "Natural", "Damping" profile.  This is a property of an isolated atom, can be thought of
! Quantum Mechanically: for emission ,, E(upper) -> E(lower) takes place in finite time )t. 

From Uncertainty Principle, )E)t - h/2B, line width )(h<) - )E - h/2B)t

! Classically: if transition E(upper) <-> E(lower) considered as simple harmonic oscillator,
emission of radiation corresponds to damping of oscillations.

If 6L = NL "L(8) (6: cm-1; ": cm2)

"L()T) = f Be2/mec (/()T2 + ((/2)2) ()T = 2B(< - <0))
"L()8) = f e2/mec2 82/c ((82/4Bc)/()82 + (82/4Bc)

This is a "Lorentzian" profile.  It has very broad 1/)82 wings and a FWHM (Full Width at
Half Maximum) )T = (.  ( must be calculated in QM, but can get an idea from semiclassical
treatment:

)T – ((class) = 8B2e2/3mec80
2

or )8(class) = 1.2×10-4 Å (The core is very narrow)

Total strength:
" = I"8()8) d)8 =  f Be2/mc 82/c 
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f is the quantum mechanical "oscillator strength", tabulated for each line.
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Lecture 22.  Line Profiles; Line Strength  26 Oct 2001

2) Doppler Profile
Line of sight speed vR of atoms relative to rest frame of radiation causes broadening of opacity
profile when averaged over atoms with distribution of velocities:

a) Thermal motions
dN(vR)/N = B-1/2 exp-(vR/vth)2 dvR/vth

with vth = (2 kT/:mH)1/2 (mean thermal speed = vth; atomic weight = : = matom/mH  )

This is the probability that a particular atom will have radial velocity vR.  This atom will have
doppler shift )</< = vR/c = -)8/8,  but the total line strength  is still " =  * "8 d8 = f 82

Be2/mc2 (the natural line strength).  The absorption coefficient for the ensemble is then

"8 = f B1/2 e2/mc2 82/)8th exp-()8/)8th)2 (cm2/atom)

)8th = vth 8/c

This is a "Doppler" profile.  It has very weak wings and a FWHM

)81/2 = )8th (ln 2)1/2

Recall for hydrogen atoms at T = 6000 °K (: = 1)

vth(H) = 10 km/s

so at 8=4000 Å
)8th(H) = 0.1 Å >> )8(Natural)

However: For thermal motions )8th - :-1/2.  So for heavier atoms, say Fe (:=56), )8th is much
smaller - .016 Å, but this is still >> )8(Natural)

b) Turbulence: random mass motions, often caused by convection

Microturbulence: random mass motions on a scale )t smaller than )J - 1, this looks a little
like extra thermal motions, since it affects the absorption coefficient "8 similarly

Macroturbulence: random mass motions on larger scale.  This doesn't affect absorption
coefficient, just broadens out observed spectrum (like rotation, instrumental smearing)
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Microturbulence: as first (and very convenient) approximation, describe with gaussian
distribution with typical velocity vmt

dN(vR)/N = B-1/2 exp-(vR/vmt)2 dvR/vmt

Notice that vmt is the same for all atoms, regardless of atomic weight, unlike vth

Can combine vth and vmt into one distribution with same shape but larger width vD (total doppler
velocity)

vD = (vth
2 + vmt

2)1/2

"8 = f B1/2 e2/mc2 82/)8D exp-()8/)8D)2 (cm2/atom)

and )8D = vD 8/c

vmt is the same for all atoms regardless of :, so vmt may dominate vth for heavy atoms.

3) Pressure Broadening

There are several pressure-dependent effects that contribute Lorentzian broadening.  Treat these
by adding to (, 

eg, especially for neutral H:

� Stark broadening 'Stark (breaking of hydrogenic E degeneracy by E-field)

for other atoms
� Van der Waals broadening 'VdeW (perturbation by Van der Waals forces)

So ( = (rad + '(Pg)

1+2) Voigt Profile

In general, both damping and doppler profiles are important simultaneously:

Line core )8 < )8D, 
68 - exp-()8/)8D)2 (Doppler)

Line wings )8 >> )8D
68 - 1/)82 (Lorentzian)

The relative importance of these measured by ratio of FWHM of profiles alone
" = (/2)TD  (sorry, this is same symbol as atomic absorption coefficient!)
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Rule of thumb: Damping wings become visible at )8 - -log " )8D

For just natural (radiation) damping " - 0.003 ()8(wings) > 2.5 )8D)

Particularly for H lines (large 'stark) can get " - 0.03
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Lecture 23.  Line Strength: Curve of Growth 29 Oct 2001

Total Optically Thin Line Strength
Since for optically thin, R8 - 68

W8(thin) - * 68 d8 - NL I "8 d8 Independent of profile shape!

In particular, for line arising from energy state s of ion r

W8(thin) = 2/3 1/6c d ln B8/dJc Nrs * "L d8

= 2/3 1/6C  d ln B8/dJC 82 e2/mc2 Nrs frs

= C(8) Nrs frs

C(8) contains just 8-dependent things 
Nrs just depends on T, P in gas
frs just depends on quantum mechanical strength of transition

Can do many useful things with this

For two lines s=n and s=m from ions of different elements x and y (at approximately the same
wavelength)

Wnx/Wmy = Nnx/Nmy fnx/fmy

 = fexgnx/fmygmy Nix/Njy exp-()Ein - )Ejm)/kTexc

Nix/Njy = Wnx/Wmy / [(gf)nx/(gf)my exp-()Ein - )Ejm)/kT]

Measure W's, look up f's, g's, )E's;  T  => Nix/Njy.  Sum over i, j to get Nx/Ny.  Use Saha if
necessary to get other ions of these elements => relative total abundance of elements.
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Optically Thick

Profile

For 6L >> 6c, we have Jc(J8 = 2/3) -> 0

F8 = S8(T(Jc = 0))

Or R8(thick) = 1 - S8(0)/Fc = R0 (line goes to constant depth; called "saturated")

Notice  Fc = B8(T(Jc = 2/3))
S8(0) - B8(T(Jc = 0))

But T(J)4 = T(J=2/3)4 3/4(J + 2/3) (grey atmosphere temperature stratification)
So T(0) = (1/2)1/4 T(J=2/3) = 0.84 T(J=2/3)

For 8 >> 8max, remember B(T) - T, so R0 => 0.16
In the IR, optically thick lines are only 16% deep

For 8 << 8max, B(T) - exp(hc/8kT), so R0 -> 1.  Optically thick lines are always much deeper in
the UV.

Note: This only strictly true for absorptive lines.  For "resonance" scattering lines (from ground
state), they can be deeper than this.  E.G. CaII H,K lines in optical best known resonance lines.

For profile, since 6L decreases as )8 increases, will eventually pass into optically thin limit in
the wings, where 

R8(thin) / X8 = 2/3 6L(8)/6c d ln B8/dJc

(An interpolation formula which has this property is

1/R8(Minnaert) = (1/X8 + 1/R0) = 1/R0 (X8 >> 1, core)
= 1/X8 (X8 << 1, wings))

Line Strength

This is no longer independent of the line profile shape, since part of the line is optically thin, and
part thick

- In the thick part, line is "saturated", strength is unaffected by adding new atoms capable of
absorbing these wavelengths
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- In the thin part, strength still grows with number of atoms

Can numerically integrate the new R8 to get total W8

W8 = I R8()8) d()8) = fn(fsNs, )8D, ()

Find W8 = C(8) fsNs (X0 << 1; Linear; whole line thin)

This is the old optically thin limit: it is the same regardless of ion

- ( ln fsNs )1/2 (W8 > (R0)8D); "flat"; doppler core thick)

Here the strength grows only because )8 where doppler line core
for this ion becomes saturated slowly increases)

- ( ( fsNs )1/2 (X0 > (R0/"); "damping")

Here place where doppler core saturates is beyond the place where
damping wings take over for this ion: line core width is
now the place where the damping wings become optically
thick)

Plot of log W8 vs log (fN) for different lines of the same ion defines the Curve of Growth for
this ion.  It shows how W8 would increase if you increase N, the abundance, of the ion.

From places where linear and "flat" part of curve joins, can measure:

)8D = 8/c (vth
2 + v:t

2)1/2

= 8/c ( 2kT/:mH + v:t
2 )1/2

If we then measure )8D for two different ions with very different : => T(kinetic).  Then
subtracting this off in )8D, => v:t

From place where "flat" part meets "damping" or "square root" part for a particular ion, get:

" = (/2)TD
( = (rad + 'coll
'coll - Pg, so can get gravity

This works particularly for W(H lines), which are all thick, and 'coll >> (rad, so they are in
the damping portion of the curve of growth:

W8(H) - Pg
1/2


